
Consept
 the consept created om many factor. one of the most important them is “ environmental, that the 

building designed to be interastive with both  ”natural environmental” and “ surrinding build envi-

ronment” . in the natural environment : two kind of natural spaces was created, the inside spaces 

“patio” and make nature essential in the building by induce tree om the site inside the building 

the second is out space by contain nature back it. inspired om the way  Mothers embraces her chil-

dren 

also  the design direction to achive the best ventelation and lighting for class room which catch the also  the design direction to achive the best ventelation and lighting for class room which catch the 

ast, northeast, north and northwest wind and allow more sun lighting inside . as well as take in con-

sider the visual contact om the main bulivard and important street to create a landmark building

for the result of that the mass created , line of the mass inspired om geometric structure  then i for the result of that the mass created , line of the mass inspired om geometric structure  then i 

worked to be the sun light issential part in the design so coverd building by secorit glass for more nat-

ural light inside , this glass shell also allow more visual interaction with surrending environment , 

and to controle in inside light for more comfortable the hole building  and for privacy coverd with 

Solar vertical fines, in result the building cover with double skin faceds also the shape of solar vertical 

fines design to dialouge surrendings buildings which is stable  and regular. as well as it’s environ-

mital  function, it designed to dialouge the thinking and mentality of child ,while it’s Positioned like 

dominos game. on the other hand , the  over all style uses in the building is retro style  that marked 

as sample arck and sample creation i inspired this lines for tow resons, first to be kindly for children 

which this lines Synonyms to the early childhood line  the second reson is this line revivle the histori-

cal heritage of bulgari in sample modernist way to emphasis the heritage identity of the town 

inside the building  created  unvisual cone of lighting in the reception with upeer floor  and eye con-

nection between them  the cone designed based on vibonatchi  golden rate


